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Abstract
Consciousness is the unified, structured, subjective experience that we all
share. The Default Space Theory has been proposed as a unified theory of
consciousness that includes the brain and body in describing the infrastructure of consciousness. We have presented the theory in journals with a variety
of academic specialties; however, the model is continually being developed.
Due to the current state of science on the nature of conscious experience
lacking hard data, the theory’s concepts must thoroughly explain and shoulder phenomenological observations including the phenomenology of deficits
of consciousness. According to the theory, the thalamus serves as a central
hub which networks the globally distributed, and continuous fast oscillations
not only among the brain, but also the eyes, ears, skin, and other sensory organs. These oscillations form the virtual template of external space within the
mind in which external sensory information is integrated into this pre-existing,
dynamic space. In this article, we explore phenomenological support for our
theory of conscious experience in which such experience resides entirely in
such a virtual space, termed the default space. In order to provide such support, we discuss simple personal experiments and observations which anyone
can partake along with phenomenal symptoms of clinical deficits. We encourage readers to perform the personal experiments we describe in order to
gain an understanding of the various concepts of the theory. The neurological
deficits we elucidate not only support the theory but clarify obscurities surrounding these conditions. We assert the support we give in our theory here
will advance the uphill struggle many paramount theories face in gaining initial acceptance. Further research is needed in order to acquire empirical evidence for the veracity of our theory.
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1. Introduction
We define consciousness simply in terms of the presence of experience. Perhaps
the most difficult problem in science is the “hard problem of consciousness” [1]
[2]. How do the qualia of experience arise from the strictly physical, electrical,
and chemical physiology of life? How does the simple experience of colors or
shapes come about from atoms jostling around in the large ordered clump we
call a human body? Many hypotheses have been formed in academic areas in an
attempt to scratch away at this hard problem [3] [4]; however, these hypotheses
fail to unify the many aspects of consciousness as we know it in the human
mind. We have previously proposed a unified theory of consciousness, the Default Space Theory (DST) [5]; what we propose may provide a means to one day
solving this problem which although may be out of the reach of human understanding all together [6]. We assert that the DST elucidates a more realistic
problem to solve, the “real problem” of consciousness that ponders the various
characteristics of consciousness in terms of biological mechanisms instead of
questioning the physical nature of its existence in the universe [7].
Our theory offers insight into this “real problem” by describing the physiologically unified nature of consciousness including its various states such as the
coma, sleep, and awake states [5]. We have and continue to support the DST by
pointing to evidence from a wide range of areas including anatomy, cellular biology, electrophysiology, simple self-experimentations, clinical neurological deficits, neuroscience, psychology, and evolution. Since the initial publication on
our theory, we have further developed and revised our hypotheses and continue
to detail various disorders it explains such as central pain syndrome [8], contralateral neglect syndrome, dizziness, claustrophobia [9], and phantom limb syndrome [10]. Phenomenology is the study of the structure of conscious experience. We review the phenomenology of these deficits along with several newly
proposed personal observations that allow the layperson to have a glimpse of the
structure and dynamic nature of mind. When we contemplate consciousness
through the lens of our own experience along with scientific research, we can
truly begin to understand it.

2. The 3D Default Space
The DST describes how sensory information is processed, integrated, unified,
and filled-in within a 3D (three-dimensional) intra-personal space which is the
bare framework of consciousness [11]. Such a 3D spatial matrix or a general spatial structure has been proposed by other leading consciousness researchers as
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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the phenomenal axiom of consciousness [12] [13]. This space contains what is
essentially an internal simulation of the surrounding physical environment (including one’s own bodily sensations) [14], and could even be considered an informed hallucination [15]. All conscious experience, including dreaming and
recollection of memories, occurs within this default space [16]. Because the default space mimics the physical nature of the environment, it allows for optimal
interactions with the environment. We assert this evolutionary benefit lead the
ancient, “prototype”, intelligent biological structures of human and animal ancestors to develop into minds utilizing some form of a default space [11]. This
evolutionary development may have its origins in the first conscious organisms.
In contrast to other similar consciousness models which view consciousness
as arising soley from the brain [17], the default space is comprised from all the
cells of the body [16], which are all connected via afferent and efferent neurons
[18], gap junctions, and electrical membrane potentials [11]. The DST posits the
thalamus as the central hub of the default space with 50 or more integrated nuclei coordinated by the reticular nucleus [11]. This central hub acts as a tiny “observer” of the large electro-chemical space formed by the trillions of cells of the
body. The processing of the bodily signals through the corticothalamic feedback
loops is not complete until these signals become filtered, amplified, and integrated by the varied cortical modules. A unique principle of the DST is that these
processed signals return to the peripheral sensory and visceral organs in a
top-down dominated fashion via lateral inhibition [19] [20]. In this manner, expectations about reality can be formed and incoming sensory information can
simply “fall into place”, allowing for a near real time experience of the internal
and external world [21]. Although it may appear as if we are experiencing the
external world directly, we are in reality generating an internal representation of
it heavily influenced by memories, understandings about the physical world, and
expectations [14].
We have explained how fast gamma oscillatory communications between peripheral receptors such as photoreceptors exhibit “lateral inhibition across abstract dimensions”, allowing the corticothalamic networks to interact with the
retina (or other sensory organ) and “view” it as if it were a 3D “Smart Screen”
[20]. The currently accepted view in science is that this universal physiology is
local and “lateral” [22]. When we speak of lateral inhibition, we do not mean in
the commonly used sense indicating cells inhibiting physically adjacent cells,
however, cortical inhibitions of sensory organ cells that are “adjacent” via synchronization. Although the cortex is not physically adjacent to the sensory organs, it is functionally adjacent due to the synchronization of said cortex with
such sensory organs. This allows communication at near the same time interval
as if the cells where physically adjacent. This fast time interval is possible at such
separated distances due to the speed of charge transmission. We do, however,
note that receptors synchronized with the cortex laterally inhibit its physical
neighbors, although the main source of processing determining how cells are inhibited comes from the cortex. This can lead to a magnification of sensory sigDOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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nals, and/or a filtering of unwanted data.

3. Personal Tests and Observations to Substantiate
the Default Space Theory
Scientific history is filled with breakthrough theories that struggled to become
accepted [23]. For instance, the theories of Darwin, Prusiner, and Einstein required protracted uphill battles before they became the scientific foundations we
know today [23]. We have proposed numerous tests that give support for the
DST, with confidence that more modern tests will solidify our theory as the paramount theory of consciousness. Aside from the analysis of various neurological illnesses, there are many simple tests and observations that can be performed
by the layperson which may not only substantiate the DST, but provide personal
insight into mechanisms of consciousness. We explore these tests and encourage
readers to perform them. These tests not only highlight the nature of the idling
default space and how it is filled with sensory information, but the phenomena
described also explore the fringes of the model. Through close examination of
one’s personal phenomenology, mechanisms of consciousness may be revealed
[13].

3.1. Rubber Hand Test
The rubber hand illusion demonstrates the top-down predominance of perception which begins with the placement of a fake hand in close proximity and
orientation to an observer’s concealed real hand [24]. Observing the rubber hand
being touched synchronously with the observers own unseen hand often causes
the observer to associate the rubber hand to the observer’s own body, taking the
place of the real hand [25]. A perceptual drift occurs from the normal perception
of one’s own hand toward the experience of the rubber hand as one’s real hand.
This phenomenon is also present in the full body illusion, in which the participants in a similar manner come to identify a virtual body, not just a hand, as
their own [26]. This effect can be explained in part by bottom-up processes of
visuo-tactile correlation driving the development of top-down processes that
determine body schema [25]. It is interesting to note that upon disowning one’s
hand, physiological changes occur in that hand with studies showing temperature decreases in the disowned limb [27]. This indicates that consciousness of
our embodiment is linked to physiological regulation of our bodies.
This test supports the DST’s concept of intra-personal space being a flexible
representation of the body schema and contents. The DST posits that body
schema arises from constantly adjusting representations of internal and external
space [10]. The rubber hand test highlights the prominence of vision and subconscious expectations over non-visual sensory input in determining what is
filled into the default space, as well as supporting the top-down dominance of
sensory experience and the experience of the self. This test further supports the
DST’s assertion that we don’t experience reality as direct sensory signals, but
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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however develop a most accurate simulation of reality internally which integrates external percepts with proprioceptive analyses of embodiment into a unified, cohesive experience of reality with oriented self-boundaries all based in and
upon the three dimensional framework of the known universe.

3.2. Dizziness Test
After spinning around multiple times to produce dizziness, one will notice the
surrounding environment continues to spin upon stopping. The continued
spinning of the visual scene is due to the combination of variant visual and vestibular sensory information integrated into the 3D default space [28]. Once the
person stops spinning, the visual scene becomes static; however, fluids continue
to move within the semicircular canals of the inner ear [29]. The continued
movement of the non-visual space indicated from the vestibular organs creates
the sensation of a continued spin, and this vestibular non-visual sensory space is
integrated with the visual sensory space. Although the brain combines the two
streams of information into one virtual 3D space which is experienced as a unified event, the integration conflict between the two senses naturally leads to the
dizziness and nausea [28]. When spinning with eyes closed, less sensory conflict
is present and so less nausea is experienced, however one may continue to feel
that they are spinning around upon stopping as the vestibular organs indicate
such a state.
This test demonstrates the process of integration and unification of sensory
information into the default space. Because consciousness is a unified experience, the brain must make compromises when incoming sensory information
to be integrated does not agree. In the case of dizziness, this compromise takes
the form of combining the visual scene with the spinning motion indicated by
the vestibular organs. The 3D orientation one maintains in respect to the thalamic viewpoint is therefore thrust into the spinning motion as the vestibular
senses dominate this perspective. Even when one spins with eyes closed, dizziness may still be experienced as there is a conflict between bottom-up information from the vestibular organs and the top-down expectation that one has
ceased to spin. We propose that if someone is spun around with eyes remaining
closed and upon stopping is somehow convinced that they are still spinning, no
dizziness will be experienced as no sensory conflicts are present.

3.3. Positive Afterimage Test
A traditional positive afterimage is an optical illusion that results in an image
continuing to be visible after it has left the viewer’s current visual scene. The
common experience of an afterimage of a bright scene upon closing the eyes has
been proposed to be due in part to sensitization changes of photoreceptors [30];
however, studies have shown that the cortex is also involved in the appearance of
these afterimages [31] [32] [33]. We have proposed that the internal visual representation of the scene has a major role in the presence of afterimages [34]
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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(Figure 1). This simple observation indicates that we have an internal 3D visual
space, which we have proposed is maintained by default activity of retinogeniculo-cortical oscillations [19]. Even when the eyes have been closed, this 3D visual space remains intact with chemical memories on the photoreceptors along with
correlations in the cortex keeping the last image seen in this visual space in the
same orientation to the thalamic viewpoint even as our true orientation changes.

3.4. Negative Afterimage Test
A positive afterimage results in a similar colored image remaining in sight. Similarly, a negative afterimage results in an image remaining in sight after it has
left view, however, the resulting image is the negative of the original. Negative
images have brightness reversed as well as colors becoming that of their complementary color. The consensus has been that this is due to rods and cones
adapting to overstimulation with resulting sensitivity changes [35]; however,
newer evidence is showing that there is cortical involvement [31]. We have proposed a new etiology for this phenomenon and while sensitization changes may
account for some of the negative afterimage, we assert that the full experience is
explained by mechanisms of the ON-center/OFF center cones of the retina [19]
[36].

Figure 1. The Afterimage Test: The figure illustrates the nature of an afterimage with a person initially staring out into the sunset.
Upon looking away from the sunset at any angle with eyes closed or in a dark space, a faded and perhaps blurry original image of
the sunset is visible on the back of the eyelids or in the current dark visual scene. As the head is rotated, the afterimage follows. We
suggest that this afterimage is a remnant of the external space defaulted into the internal space with filling in by higher cortical
areas and the retina [28].
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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Our conjecture has been that negative afterimages begin with millions of
on-center cones receiving the initial visual stimuli and naturally registering the
information as opposite colors of the incoming transduced light, and this is
where the opposite colors of the negative afterimage originate [19]. Due to the
synchronization of the retina with the cortex, this information is processed immediately and the transduced light data combined with associated synchronized
input from the thalamus and cortex is then amplified onto the OFF-center cones
through lateral inhibition as the actual color experienced [19]. It is this amplified
image that dominates the visual qualia filled into the default space. Negative after-images result from the initial electro-chemical signal on the ON-center cones
which remain longer than the image amplified by the OFF-center cones as well
as lacking amplification leading to a faint image [19]. When we look at a blank
white canvas after staring at a color image, we see its color as inverse because the
ON-center cones have not “recharged”, and the rhodopsin in them is still signifying an inverse color. This inverse color is still filled into the default space due
to the synchronization between the retina and cortex as well as the mechanisms
of visual consciousness occurring on the retina itself. Because the ON-center
cone qualia are much weaker than the OFF-center cone qualia, the negative afterimage can only be seen upon a uniform background such as a white canvas.

3.5. Bright Light Test
This test begins with visual exposure to a bright light source. With eyes closed, a
bright red glow is seen. When a hand is placed in front of one of the closed eyes the
glow is halved and it resembles the shape of a single visual field. This test helps visualize the invisible separation of the visual fields, the structure of the internal visual
space, and the nature of sensory integration into the default space [34]. The reddish
glow in the shape of a single visual field indicates that we are viewing the external
visual space as if from the surface of the retina. If the visual field is experienced inside the skull, there would logically be a round glow in the shape of a round eye.
The process is described in detail in recent publications on the retina [19].

3.6. Meditation Experiences
Meditation is practiced globally by millions of people including 18 million in the
U.S. [37]. Benefits of meditation have been discussed and reported first hand
and experimentally [38]. Positive physiological and psychological changes that
result from regular meditation practice have been shown to perpetuate
well-being and improved cognitive faculties such as learning ability [39]. The
experience of pure consciousness during the practice of Transcendental Meditation is one of “self” awareness or “self” referral [40]. Reportedly, advanced practitioners of various meditation techniques experience unbounded space and time
[41], supporting our theory that the default space is a borderless intrapersonal
space and is what meditators become more aware of during their sessions [42].
Benefits of meditation are reflected in the phenomenological changes in pracDOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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ticed meditators. Aside from increased joy, meditators experience increased
perceptual vividness and intensity and increased self-awareness [43].

3.7. The Invisible Gorilla Test
The DST is not the first psychological rumination to assert the strong association
between attention and consciousness, evident in the popular psychological
demonstration referred to as the “Invisible Gorilla Test” [44]. In this test of attention and consciousness, a person who has not previously heard of the test is
shown a video of some young people tossing around a basketball [45], and is instructed to focus their attention on counting how many times the ball is passed.
During the middle of this series of ball passes, someone in a gorilla suit dances
through the middle the group. Astoundingly, the majority of the viewers who
were counting the ball tosses do not consciously notice the gorilla. This is clear
evidence that attention is required for sensory information to reach consciousness, supporting the DST’s analysis of various layers of consciousness [46]. This
test also demonstrates how the default space replicates the external world into
the internal, but heavily filters out unnecessary sensory data through involvement of executive faculties so one can best focus on the task at hand. We assert
that due to the top-down dominance of sensory expectation, if we don’t expect
to see the gorilla and don’t pay attention to it, the visual sensory data of the gorilla will not be amplified from the ON-center photoreceptors onto the OFF-center
ones, and therefore will not be projected into the default space to be experienced.
This further demonstrates the dynamic relationship between executive functions
and the sensory organs.

3.8. The Ganzfeld Effect and Dreaming
The previously proposed dark space is the idling foundation of the default space
[42]. This dark space is the infrastructure of consciousness, ready to instantly be
filled with qualia derived from the external world [42]. The Ganzfeld effect illustrates the presence of this space. Perceptional deprivation: exposure to a uniform, unstructured sensory field, leads to the hallucinatory phenomenon of the
Ganzfeld effect [47]. Similar effects arise from perceptual isolation, which has
been used for meditation [48], as well as torture [49]. The difference is that meditation is self-induced, not forced. When sensory cortical areas are deprived of
sensory information for an extended period, they become easily excitable [48].
These excited cortical areas actively search for novel sensory information and
attention is drawn to internally generated neural noise and percepts, resulting in
hallucinations [50]. Although the cortical sites essentially produce their own
sensory activity instead of receiving it, this experience is seemingly real because
this activity is still filled into the dark space in which it is experienced. One can
experience the Ganzfeld effect by 1) cutting a ping pong ball in half, 2) placing
each half over the eyes, and 3) turning on the radio to static [50].
A similar sensation-producing event occurs during dreaming. During a dream
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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state a person will experience the same external space within the mind, however
its contents are created by the mind and the dreamer will experience the dream
as if they were awake [51]. The phenomenon of dreaming shows that without
any external sensory input, the intra-personal default space is still active and
imparts the feeling of external space. Upon recollection of a scene from memory,
the experience will still occur in the default space with objects, feelings, and the
space of the scene functionally represented in the default space [11]. We assert
that these phenomena help support the existence of the default space through
correlating all conscious experience to this space. When we hallucinate, dream,
imagine, or remember, sensory qualia originating from whatever cortical activity
is producing it are integrated into this 3D inner space, and therefore have a spatial component. We further propose that when we imagine for instance the color
red, top-down projections actually send sensory information indicating the color
red to our retina where it appears on the photoreceptors. This demonstrates the
dynamic relationship between what we experience in the default space with the
sensory organs we possess.

4. Etiology of Neurological Conditions
The DST has proposed novel etiologies for neurological conditions and syndromes that affect consciousness in some way. We assert that any illness of consciousness can be explained through the DST as it encompasses the framework
of consciousness. We will revisit novel etiologies of various conditions with new
insights in light of our model. Each of the syndromes discussed here will focus
on how the model is supported by these conditions. Not only are novel etiologies
explained, but the respective deficits of mind also provide evidence for the veracity of the DST of consciousness.

4.1. Contralateral Neglect Syndrome
Patients with lesions in the right parietal lobe may develop contralateral neglect
syndrome and be unable to see or locate objects within the left external visual
and non-visual space [52] (Figure 2, Figure 3). Support for the DST has been
drawn from the observation that in those with contralateral neglect syndrome,
not only is sensory information from the left side of the external space lost, but
sensation from the intra-personal space is lost as well [51]. This syndrome supports the DST’s keystone principle that 3D space is the foundation of sensation
and experience. Spatial sensory information for the left side of this 3D space is
lost; however, patients do not experience any sensation whatsoever on the left
side of their perspective [51]. One can logically conclude that the internal representation of 3D space must be intact before one can experience the internal
recreation of the external world [11].

4.2. Phantom Limb Syndrome
Phantom limb pain exists in those who had a body part amputated or paralyzed,
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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Figure 2. Connections of the left and right parietal cortex: visual fields and body space under contralateral neglect. The figure
depicts how the right parietal lobe in a healthy individual acquires sensory information from the left side of the body while the left
parietal lobe does so with the right side of the body. The parietal lobes spatially map sensory information. In contralateral neglect
syndrome, the right parietal lobe is damaged leading to the loss of the sensory information fed to it. This lost information does not
become spatially oriented, therefore, never becomes a part of conscious awareness within the 3D default space. This results in a
complete lack of awareness of stimuli on their left side, even though the peripheral nervous system is functioning normally (Figure
and figure description reproduced with permission from copyright holder; Figure by Lynsey Ekema, MSMI) [53].

Figure 3. 3D reimaging of a house in the mind of a healthy patient and a patient with contralateral neglect syndrome: in a healthy
mind, the image of a house is seen and integrated into the default space. The healthy individual’s parietal lobe is fully functional
and gives the spatial dimension to visual, non-visual, external, and internal space. In those with contralateral neglect syndrome,
the right parietal lobe is damaged. These patients receive visual input to the retina of the entire house; however, sensory information from the left side of sensory fields is lost in the damaged right parietal cortex. When the sensory information of the house is
integrated into the default space, all sensory information from the left sensory fields are lost to conscious awareness as the default
space requires a spatial framework (Figure by Lynsey Ekema, MSMI) [54].
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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yet they experience an intact, often deformed, painful limb [55]. We have proposed this painful experience is due to an integration conflict between indicators
of body schema and an increase in top down neural activity [10]. The amputation may sever incoming information from the periphery; however, the respective central sensory motor cortex is intact and may begin to be overtaken by
other areas such as the face and neck [56] (Figure 4). This conflicting, abnormal
networking in the CNS results in top down efferent activity from the brain to
body to continue at even higher intensities leading to the pain of Phantom Limb
Syndrome [10]. Mirror therapy works by resolving the integration conflict between the different sensory inputs [57] for the same limb that are integrated into
the default space.

4.3. Central Pain Syndrome
Pain and uncomfortable sensations are characteristic of central pain syndrome
(Dejerine-Roussy Syndrome) [58]. This syndrome usually develops after injury
to one or more nuclei of the thalamus or along the spinothalamic tract [59]. We

Figure 4. Connections of the parietal and somatosensory cortex: visual fields and body space. The orange lines represent visual
and non-visual information sent to the right parietal cortex, and the blue lines represent visual and non-visual information sent to
the left parietal cortex. The right sensorimotor cortex is depicted in red with the corresponding red body nerves that illustrate the
origin of the sensorimotor information that is filled into the 3D default space by the thalamus. The figure depicts how the right
parietal lobe and sensory motor cortex in a healthy individual receives and processes sensory information from the left side of the
body, as well as a patient with a left forearm amputation and subsequent phantom limb syndrome. Visual indication of the missing limb is filled into the 3D default space so that the missing limb is not included within the internal representation of visual
space. The sensorimotor network and other networks in the brain remain intact although they lack afferent input. This leads to the
conflict of an intact non-visual representation of the limb with a visual representation of the missing limb, resulting in phantom
limb sensations. We assert the integration of this contradictory sensory information and subsequent representation within the 3D
default space result in the painful experience of possessing a phantom limb [5].
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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have proposed that this damage initially results in a discrepancy between the bodily sensory sites, such as the various tactile receptors, and their respective cortical regions [8]. Upon injury, the damage cuts the neural connection between
tactile sensory receptors and their cortical sites [60]. Due to the fact that the
sensory information is relayed along the spinothalamic tract to the thalamus before it is processed by the cortex [61].
The pain and uncomfortable sensations of the syndrome most often arise over
time, and this has been theorized to be due to 1) continuing afferent sensory
signals creating new pathways to other undamaged thalamic regions that redirect the information to pain centers and other inappropriate cortical sites [60];
2) maladaptive homeostatic plasticity [62], and 3) CNS reorganization [63]. Our
model allows a full view of the mechanisms of central pain by revealing the circular nature of pain sensation. In this syndrome, the dominant top-down tactile
impulses are overridden by the altered CNS activity and alterations described
(Figure 5). As these top-down impulses indicating pain and uncomfortable sensations develop over time due to mechanisms listed, the feedback and feedforward loops between the periphery and cortex via the thalamus becomes locked
into place in this dysfunctional state and is seen as normal by the corticothalamic network. This condition supports our model by illustrating the top-down nature of sensory perception we have proposed and how its dominance can lead to
distorted sensory experiences. We believe this condition may be treated by developing a method to reset the locked network between the periphery and cortex. This may be achieved through virtual reality. If in virtual reality one experiences something similarly painful such as many needles inserted into the
painful limb, the brain may identity an external source to the pain experienced
and reset the abnormal thalamic tactile network. This effect may work through
similar mechanisms to mirror therapy for phantom limb syndrome by resolving
a conflict between pain expectation and pain experience [64].

4.4. Vestibular Disorders and Vertigo
Many vestibular conditions resulting in a type of dizziness, such as vertigo, show
the nature of sensory integration into the default space. Vertigo involves a perceived movement such as swaying or rotation either of one’s body, the external
space, or both [65]. Strupp and Brandt describe in their 2008 review article a
number of vestibular conditions resulting in peripheral vestibular vertigo which
is due to damage to the vestibular nerve or organs themselves and result at
minimum in disrupted balance and spatial memory [65]. The vestibular conditions they describe and which we explore in citation to their review article include benign paroxysmal positioning vertigo, vestibular neuritis, and Menière’s
disease. They describe how benign paroxysmal positioning vertigo most commonly results in the sensation of being on a merry-go-round (rotational vertigo) and is
due to agglomerates of otoconia that nearly fill the semicircular canal and are freely mobile within it sending erratic sensory information on bodily acceleration.
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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Figure 5. Default Space Theory of Central Pain Syndrome. In patients with central pain,
the overriding system of top-down impulses dominates the sensory stream thus leading to
dysfunctional cortical networks and subsequent altered sensory information along this
efferent projection. In the model, the insula and sensory cortex are hyper-reactive in the
presence of normal stimuli, presumably due to maladaptive plasticity and/or the development of alternate neural pathways. Subsequent oscillatory synchronization between
receptors and cortex would be dominated by the top-down efferent sensory information.
Over time, this leads to the insula and cortex receiving amplified information from the
hyperexcitable thalamus along with the development of a thalamic network locked into a
state of pain. Previously published in [8].

They also explain vestibular neuritis as a degradation of the vestibular nerve also
resulting in rotational vertigo as well as a tendency to fall toward the affected
side. Their description of Menière’s disease consists of episodes of vestibulocochlear nerve depolarization that produce rotary vertigo and other symptoms.
The disruption of the pathways of the vestibular system leading to vertigo highlights the nature of sensory integration into the default space as we have described previously about the dizziness test.

4.5. Claustrophobia
Claustrophobia is a condition in which patients have high anxiety or full panic
attacks in response to being in or imagining small closed spaces [66]. We have
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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proposed a novel etiology of this condition in which the internal space reflects
the special characteristics of the external space [51]. Visual sensory input indicates the volume of space surrounding a viewer. The space parameters of the internal space of the default space are primarily set by these visual indications. We
have proposed that when the surrounding space of a claustrophobic patient becomes tightly enclosed, this enclosure is reflected into the person’s conscious
experience which based in the 3D default space and amplifies feelings of being
constrained. Similarly, wide expanses of space such as a beach can be reflected
into the intra-personal space, creating feelings of freedom. This may be a main
reason why the beach is a popular destination for vacationers.

4.6. Seasonal Affective Disorder
Seasonal Affective Disorder is a condition in which prolonged states of low external light, such as in extended winters, leads to depression often requiring light
therapy and medications [67]. The DST explains how external space is reflected
internally as our mind unconsciously develops a replication of external space
within its own internal space [11]. One’s state of mind is influenced by the internal atmosphere, which is in turn influenced by the external atmosphere. We
suggest the knowledge of the nature of this disorder in light of these mechanics
can be reassuring to patients who may attribute the depression to uncontrollable
life factors, thus leading curative methods to be more successful. Throughout
our evolution, we have developed a strong relationship to the sun and when we
receive its light, it has great effects on our physiology; most notably through effects on circadian rhythms [68]. These evolutionarily ancient rhythms are reflected in the default space, showing how the default space also has a dimension
of time and that it is ancient in its evolutionary origins. Overall, this disorder
shows the extent of internal replications of natural environmental patterns of
space and time.

4.7. Grandiose Delusions and Usher’s Syndrome
There exist clinical conditions in which a person has an abnormal self-perception
such as narcissism [69]. We propose the intra-personal space of the default space
reflects itself strongly and consciously in some predisposed people instead of
remaining unconscious. This may result in an overly introspective experience of
their internal space. Without an understanding of what they are experiencing,
they may confuse the external world with the internal. This may result in beliefs
that an infinite external space exists within themselves; therefore they believe
they have an omnipotent power over the external world. These sufferers of grandiosity may feel that God or deities are within themselves, or that they are such
beings [70]. However, they may not be able to deny their visceral, human nature,
awakening them to thoughts that they cannot live up to such grandiose delusions. Reports of low self-esteem, aggressive behavior, or even suicide resulting
from these delusions are not uncommon [70].
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The development of grandiose delusions and the result of these delusions are
reflected in Usher’s syndrome in which deafness and blindness occur due to genetic abnormality [71]. Sensory deprivation of the syndrome results in patients
losing touch with the external world along with minimal social interaction furthering this separation [71]. We assert the default space is still active in these patients, however, lacks visual and auditory sensory input. Therefore, the intra-personal dark space becomes more apparent. 23% of Usher’s syndrome patients develop psychotic symptoms [71], and we propose this overactive introspective view of the default space combined with a lack of understanding of this
space can result in one developing grandiose delusions with potentially dangerous behavior.

4.8. PTSD, Depression, and Deliberate Self-Harm
We have explored how some mental conditions arise or evolve due to external
space defaulting into internal space [9]. In the case of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), patients are tormented by reoccurring vivid memories of past
traumatic events [72]. Symptoms include upsetting dreams, thoughts, and feelings about the event as well as avoidance and distress of trauma related cues
[72]. Those suffering from PTSD have higher risks of suicide and self-harm [73].
Traumatic events may cause an extreme adrenal response leading to lasting,
deep neurological patterns in the brain characteristic of PTSD [74]. A key feature of Complex PTSD is self-destructive behavior [75]. This behavior may arise
due to alterations in self-perception [75]. Healing deep rest, counteracting the
stress response, experienced during Transcendental Meditation is being used to
treat PTSD in active duty Service Members [76]. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
has been shown to be effective in treating PTSD by assisting patients in identifying traumatic memories and thoughts, confronting these, and replacing them
with more comforting thoughts [77]. We propose that depression, PTSD, and
other conditions potentially leading to self-harm [78] [79] are aggravated by the
top-down domination of how the external space is replicated within, as well as
the way in which the mind projects the internal atmosphere into how we experience the external atmosphere. Thus, if one has a negative internal atmosphere,
they will project this negativity into how the perceive the external world.
Depressive mental conditions that can lead to self-harm may begin with
traumatic experiences, unhealthy lifestyles, or psychosis, however, we suggest the
resulting introspection into the internal thoughts and feelings of their disease
traps patients in their internal worlds, leading their mental conditions to exacerbate in intensity and increased recovery time. The traumatic or depressive
thoughts are characteristic of a strongly negative mental atmosphere. This intensely negative internal atmosphere is easily projected into the experience of the
external world just as the external world is defaulted into the internal, leading
patients to focus on negative qualities of the world and maintain the human existence as negative and futile as reflected from their thought patterns. These paDOI: 10.4236/wjns.2019.91001
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tients may fail to see the pollution of their internal atmosphere and instead
blame the external world for their emotions. We assert that if the DST is accounted for in techniques of behavioral therapy, patients can be taught the nature of their distraught internal perspective. If they can see that the problems
they experience are arising from within their own minds, they may gain a more
positive perception of the world in which they live, allowing them to overcome
the dominating projection of the internal world into the external and allowing
the positives of the external world to be reflected into the internal. This may
provide motivation to engage in the many social, physical, and mental activities
which may bring them happiness.

5. Conclusions
The DST is an expansive theory of unified consciousness and cognition. This
theory’s keystone principle is that the foundation of consciousness is a neural
space that replicates the dimensional and other physical qualities of the external
environment. This space is filled with sensory information and is formed by the
thalamus and processed by corticothalamic oscillatory activity. In this way, the
external world is replicated internally by the mind and body. The result is a unified experience of internal and external projections originating from the sensory
organs and viscera. Sensations are primed to fall into this live experience allowing a seamless interpretation of our world.
In order to provide support for the DST and allow the layman to understand
mechanisms of consciousness and cognition, we have explored numerous observational tests that produce effects that anyone can experience along with
phenomenological support from mental conditions with effects on the conscious
mind such as contralateral neglect syndrome, claustrophobia, and PTSD. The
novelty of this article lies in the nature of deriving physiological and psychological concepts from personal phenomenologies as well as those in mental disorders. We encourage readers to perform the observational tests described in order
to better understand the nature of consciousness as described by the model. We
predict that if our model is accounted for in the conditions we have described,
there will be a significant advancement in the diagnosis and treatment of these
conditions.
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